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Downloads of bayesvl from CRAN
increased by 25% in Sept-2023
Observateur Concerné

Well, well, well! Hold onto your hats, folks, because we’ve got some thrilling news from the

world of computer downloads!

In the wacky world of statistics and software, where numbers have all the fun, here’s a thing:

In September 2023, the number of downloads for the bayesvl program by AISDL suddenly

increased to 241! But there’s more to the sheer number; it’s 24.9% higher than the previous

month’s total of 193.

And in case you’re wondering, 241 is nearly as cool as the 246 we saw back in May 2023, when

the number started dwindling. It’s like déjà vu.

We’ve got a screenshot to prove it! You can see 241 downloads of the bayesvl MCMC

computing program from those mystical CRAN servers in September 2023. (*Source: R
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Documentation) [1].

Now, before you start thinking these numbers are just plucked from thin air, let us clarify –

these statistics only count the downloads from the good ol’ CRAN system.

The grand total of downloads from July 2021 to September 2023 has reached 8572. For 27

consecutive months, that’s an average of over 317 monthly downloads or a little more than

10 daily.

Now, let’s shift gears and talk about our feathered friend, Mr. Kingfisher [2]. Picture this: He’s

perched 10 meters above his unsuspecting fishy prey. With the same level of success as your

average scientific study (~25%, because why not?), Mr. Kingfisher is quite an ambitious bird.

If we equate each download to a successful fishy catch, our bird buddy would have to fly a

jaw-dropping 847 meters every single day. That’s dedication, folks – and a lot of flying!

So there you have it, a world where numbers come to life, downloads are the currency of the

digital realm, and Mr. Kingfisher is soaring to new heights in the name of “divination.”
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